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Discretion
may not be
delegated or
surrendered.
 Westminster Corporation v. London and North Western Railway Co.,
[1905] A.C 426, per Lord Macnaghten, at p. 432. Similarly the
court refused to intervene when the Brighton Corporation improved
a road which it had power to improve for the public benefit, although
the motive of the improvement was largely to induce an automobile
club^toHSoIS races upon it: The King v. Brighton Corporation, ex
pane Shoesmith (1907), 96 L.T. 762. From Arthur Yates & Co. Pty.
Ltd. v. Vegetable Seeds Committee (1945), 72 C.L.R. 37; K. & L.
299, it would seem that the exercise of powers of an administrative
organisation of a subordinate character such as a wartime State
seed control body may be challenged simply on the ground that it
has acted for an inadmissible or ulterior purpose; on the other hand
such a challenge cannot succeed against a representative body
whose function is legislative rather than administrative. The seeds
committee had issued general orders prohibiting the sale of seeds of
certain descriptions; it was held that the bona fides of the committee
in making the orders could be challenged, whereas in similar cir-
cumstances the good faith of a legislature could not be called in
question in a court of law.
An authority to which the exercise of discretion has been entrusted
by statute cannot delegate that exercise to another unless upon the
construction of the relevant statute it is clear that responsibility
remains with the delegating authority acting through a subordinate
in exercising the discretion: Allingham v. Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries, [1948] 1 All E.R. 780; K. & L. 336, where it was held that
an agricultural executive committee could not delegate to one of
its officers its discretion regarding the issue of cropping orders given
to farmers: Ellis v. Dubowski, [1921] 3 K.B. 621; K. & L. 357.
Nor may a discretion be surrendered, whether the surrender takes
the form of contracting in advance to exercise it in a particular way
or of pre-judging the way in which it shall be exercised. Thus the
licensing committees of the justices have full discretion in licensing
matters, but it is their duty to hear all applications and to apply their
minds in each case presented to them, whatever general policy they
may have decided upon. Each applicant must have the opportunity of
urging that the general policy should not be applied in the particular
circumstances of his case. Even so extensive a discretion must be
exercised in a judicial manner: Sharp v. Wakefield, [1891] A.C. 173.
Nor can a discretion be taken away by orders from a superior:
Simms Motor Units Ltd. v. Minister of Labour, [1946] 2 All RR. 201,
where a National Service Officer who had been given a wartime statu-
tory power to reinstatedismissed employees at his discretion failed to
exercise his discretionjjut applied instead a general instruction given
to him by his Minister to the effect that he should reinstate in all case$
thus negativing the exercise of the discretion.

